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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

COMMUNIST SPERM
vs. ‘Natural Born Citizen’
10/11/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
thinkwell commented on thepostemail.com (Tues), October 10, 2017:
If Ted Cruz had been born exactly the same as he was (in a foreign land to a foreign father), but
just a mere few decades earlier (before the naturalization statutes were relaxed), he would not
have been a citizen of the USA at all, let alone have any tenuous claim of being a natural born
Citizen (i.e., at most, he clearly is only a statutory born citizen).
Those who supported Ted Cruz’s campaign must contend that being born anywhere in the world
to just one American citizen parent is enough to make one a natural born Citizen and be eligible
to become President. If these blind followers of Cruz were thinking clearly they would realize the
horrible implications to our national sovereignty of such a belief.
For example, imagine that a Chinese man naturalizes as a US citizen, then, without giving up his
citizenship, returns to communist China where he starts a business selling his valuable UScitizen sperm to hundreds or thousands of communist Chinese women who wish to birth a
natural born Citizen of the USA. These thousands of communist Chinese babies (who would be
born overseas to just one US citizen parent) would be legally every bit as eligible as native
Canadian-born (and Cuban-American) Ted, to move here in their twenties, then eventually
become president.
How can anyone really believe that is what the founders had in mind? This is as bad as or
worse than our perverted anchor-baby law. Obviously, their clear goal is to subvert the
Constitution, destroy our sovereignty and turn us into just another globalist, elitist run state.

The American Resistance Party insists a NATURAL BORN CITIZEN is one that has no
alien for a parent, nor was born in an alien country!
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